
It’s my pleasure to welcome you to the 5th annual Data Day on behalf of the organizing 
partners:  the library, ITServices and the Vice-Principal (Research) portfolio, including 
the Centre for Advanced Computing.

To begin, let us acknowledge that Queen’s is situated on traditional Anishinaabe and 
Haudenosaunee territory.

We have a great event ahead of us, and I’d just like to launch us with a few observations 
about the broader environment that Queen’s is situated in, to set the stage.

I’m sure we’re all here because we recognize the importance of access to information, 
but it bears some emphasis Access not only for current research but for generations to 
come. Our science, our culture, our knowledge and ideas are shaped by what has come 
before us. Related, privacy and security – which data is sensitive, for example for 
human ethics reasons, and needs protection. 

Give VOICE to your research:  Value, Openness, Inclusivity, Collaborative Platforms, 
Engaged Researchers
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There are many bright minds thinking about this not only at Queen’s, but regionally, 
nationally and around the world.
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National context that data management sits within – you’ll hear more from Jeff later 
about a key national data management initiative, Portage
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Note that data runs through all parts of the ecosystem

In November 2016, the federal Minister of Science funded LCDRI to work through a 
community-based process to develop a position paper in each of the following areas: 
data management, 
ARC, 
and the future coordination of the national layer of Canada’s DRI ecosystem.

Working Groups were struck to write each of the three position papers in 2017:
data management: LCDRI Executive Director and representatives of CARL/Portage, RDC 
and CASRAI
ARC: Don Aldridge 
coordination:  LCDRI Executive Committee, including me for DM perspective

In the data management group, we articulated researchers’ data-related needs at 
different stages throughout the research process, and the ways in which those various 
processes intersect.

The result of both the ARC and data reports was an elevation of understanding at the 
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federal level of the importance of this infrastructure and services in supporting research 
and innovation.

In Budget 2018, LCDRI asked the federal government for: 
an investment in data management of $55M over 5 years to support a national 
body that would coordinate and facilitate key data management services and 
infrastructure across Canada; and, 
a signal that the federal government is committed to ensuring that researchers 
have access to the ARC that they need by stabilizing Canada’s ARC environment 
through a sustained and predictable investment of $79M to $123M annually, 
beginning to be phased in no later than 2019.

The 2018 federal budget included a $572.5 million investment in a new Digital Research 
Infrastructure Strategy (all five components of the ecosystem).
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Review agenda
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